Abstract. Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for a lattice L to be the lattice of flats of an affine space of arbitrary (possibly infinite) dimension.
1. Incidence spaces and Hilbert lattices. By an incidence space [Gl] , we mean a system of points, lines, and planes satisfying Hilbert's Axioms of Incidence
[Verknüpfung] [HI] as follows:
(11) Any two distinct points determine a unique line. (12) Any three noncollinear points determine a unique plane. (13) If two planes in a three-space intersect, their intersection is a line ((13) has been modified, as Hilbert was considering only three-dimensional geometry).
(14) If two points are in a plane, the line they determine is in that plane.
(15) There are at least two points on each line. The flats (sets of points which contain, together with any two points, the line they determine) of an incidence space form a complete lattice under set theoretical inclusion; such lattices were characterized by Sasaki and Wyler in the fifties. (In case each line contains exactly two points, one must also postulate that a flat contains, together with any three noncollinear points, the plane they determine.) Wyler [Wll) . L is the lattice of flats of an incidence space if and only if
(1) Lis compactly atomistic,
We use compactly atomistic to mean L is complete; each nonzero element of L is the join of atoms (minimal nonzero elements, or points); and if an atom is under a join of atoms, it is under a finite subjoin of those atoms. The expression M(a, b) means that a and b form a modular pair. (For the definitions of standard lattice-theoretic terms, see, for example, [Bl] .) Lattices satisfying (1) and (2) are sometimes called geometric lattices [Ml] ; in [Bl] the term geometric lattice is used for atomic lattices of finite height satisfying (2). We shall use the term Hilbert lattice for a lattice satisfying (1), (2) and (3).
Two lines in an incidence space are said to be parallel if they are coplanar and nonintersecting; and an incidence space is called an affine space (see [Al, S3] ) if it satisfies the parallel axiom, given in two parts below; (PI) (Uniqueness) Through any point not on a line, there is at most one parallel to the line, (P2) (Existence) Through any point not on a line, there is at least one parallel to the line. Sasaki essentially translated the parallel axiom into lattice-theoretical terms in order to obtain his characterization of the lattice of flats of an affine space.
Theorem (Sasaki [S2] ). L is the lattice of flats of an affine space if and only ifL is a Hilbert lattice satisfying: Our aim is to give a characterization of the lattice of flats of an affine space in terms more natural to a lattice-theoretic setting. Synthetic axioms for geometry distinguish 'lines' and 'planes' from 'points'; whereas the essential novelty of the lattice theoretic approach to a geometry is that it treats all flats as being equally basic. This is the spirit of the characterizations by Birkhoff [B2] and Menger [M2] of projective geometries in terms of irreducible complemented modular lattices. (See the remarks of G. Birkhoff on this subject in Ordered sets (I. Rival, ed.), Reidel, Dordrecht, 1981.) 2. Wilcox lattices and A"6. A projective space is an incidence space such that there are at least three points on each line, and any two coplanar lines intersect. As is well known, the concepts of projective and affine space are coextensive; in particular, one can obtain an affine space by deleting a hyperplane (maximal proper flat) from a projective space, and this construction reverses. In lattice-theoretic terms, this means that any affine geometry is a subset of a projective geometry, obtained by removing a coatom (maximal element different from 1) and all nonzero elements beneath it. (Here we shall use 'geometry' to refer to a lattice of flats, as opposed to a synthetic 'space'.) We shall define a more general class of lattices, first investigated by L. R.
Wilcox in the thirties (see [Ml] ). We shall call such a lattice L a Wilcox lattice, and we note that any affine geometry is a Wilcox lattice where M is a projective geometry and S is the set of nonzero elements of the interval sublattice [0, h] for h a coatom of M.
In an incidence geometry, if intersecting lines m and m' are both parallel to line /, the sublattice generated by /, m and m' is the six-element lattice shown in we have x *z y\J(x\~\z), and since y < y\_\(x\~\z), it follows that z <y \_\ (x[~| z). Thus *=*n(j'U(*n*))?=(*n>)u(*n*)es, so z is not in L, and L does not contain K6 as a sublattice. We can combine this result with Theorem 20.10 in [Ml] 3. The characterization theorem. We say two elements x and y in a Hilbert lattice are parallel (written x//y) if x A y -0 and x V y covers x and y (where a covers b, a > b means that a is greater than b and there is no element between them). This definition implies that parallel elements have the same dimension; and in case x and y are coatoms, they are parallel if and only if they are complementary. In case x and y are lines (elements of height 2) this definition of parallelism agrees with the definition of parallel lines given in §1.
The connection between modularity and parallelism of lines in a Hilbert lattice is shown in the lemma below. One may use standard lattice-theoretic arguments to show that each element (except 1) in a Hilbert lattice is under some coatom, and then modify the proof of 18.9 in [Ml] to obtain a condition on Hilbert lattices which implies the existence part of the parallel axiom (P2). Proof. If L is an affine geometry (of any dimension) then L is a Hilbert lattice by the Sasaki-Wyler theorem; (1) holds by Theorem 2.1 above; and (2) is implied by the stronger ' parallel axiom for hyperplanes', through a point not on a hyperplane there is a unique parallel hyperplane.
Conversely, if L is of height 1 or 2, it is an affine geometry in a trivial sense. If the height of L is 4 or greater, then L is an incidence geometry by the Sasaki-Wyler theorem; the uniqueness part of the parallel axiom holds since L cannot have the lattice of Figure 1 as a sublattice; and the existence part of the parallel axiom holds by 3.3.
If L is finite of height 3, the existence part of the parallel axiom may be proved by a counting argument. One first shows that any two intersecting lines have the same number of points. Furthermore, by 3.2, each line has a parallel. If/» is a point not in line /, and there is no line through /» parallel to /, then the number of points on / is equal to the number of lines through /». If m is some line through /», and m' is parallel to m, then m' A / =£ 0. Then #1 = #m'. But the number of points on m' is one less than the number of lines through/», a contradiction.
The author is indebted to the referee for providing an example of an infinite lattice of height 3 which satisfies the hypotheses of 3.4, but which is not an affine geometry. This example consists of the flats of the incidence structure Gx, described below.
Given a finite set of points and lines, G¡, not satisfying (II), order the points by labelling then 1,...,«. Order the point-pairs lexicographically. For the smallest point-pair (a, b) not contained in a line, augment G¡ by adjoining a line m containing only a and b, and a line m' containing no point of G¡. If A: is a line of G¡ containing neither a nor b, adjoint a new point xk on k and m. If / is any line of G¡, adjoin a new pointy, on / and m'. Extend the ordering of the points of G, to the new points, and call the new structure Gi+]. Starting with G0, the four point structure shown in Figure 3 defines Gx to be the union of all the G, (i and integer). Figure 3 
